
1.  IDENTIFICATION OF THE MATERIAL AND SUPPLIER

BITUMEN RUBBER SPRAY BINDER ● S15RF ● S18RFSynonyms

ROAD SURFACINGUses
1.2  Uses and uses advised against

1.3  Details of the supplier of the product

UsedUeUmp IDE aiS

http://www.boral.com.au


CRUMB RUBBER SPRAYPRODUCT NAME

This material is applied at elevated temperatures (typically above 180°C) with a mechanical pressurised sprayer. Contact with hot
material can result in burns. The cured, inert semi solid material is considered non hazardous.

Please see package labelling or manufacturer's literature for more detail on usage, handling, storage and disposal under different
applications.

2.3  Other hazards

3.  COMPOSITION/ INFORMATION ON INGREDIENTS

Ingredient CAS Number EC Number Content

5 to 20%- -RECYCLED RUBBER FROM VEHICLE TYRES

2 to 8%8008-20-6 232-366-4KEROSENE

73.5 to 82.5%8052-42-4 232-490-9ASPHALT

0.5%- -ADHESION AGENT

3.1  Substances / Mixtures

4.  FIRST AID MEASURES

If contact with hot material occurs, flush gently with cold running water. Adhered material should only be
removed under the medical direction. Seek immediate medical advice.

4.1  Description of first aid measures

Eye

If inhaled, remove from contaminated area. To protect rescuer, use a Type A (Organic vapour) respirator or
an Air-line respirator (in poorly ventilated areas). Apply artificial respiration if not breathing.

Inhalation

If contact with hot material occurs, drench area immediately with cold water, do not attempt to remove
material adhered to the skin. Seek immediate medical attention.

Skin

For advice, contact a Poisons Information Centre on 13 11 26 (Australia Wide) or a doctor (at once). If
swallowed, do not induce vomiting. Ingestion is considered unlikely due to product form.

Ingestion

Eye wash facilities and safety shower are recommended.First aid facilities

Avoid contact with hot material, as burns may result. Bitumens, occupational exposure to straight-run bitumens and their emissions
during road paving, are classified as possibly carcinogenic to humans (IARC Group 2B).

4.2  Most important symptoms and effects, both acute and delayed

4.3  Immediate medical attention and special treatment needed
Burns caused by bitumen require special medical treatment. Consultation with a burns specialist experienced in bitumen burns is
advisable in the first instance. 

Refer to the Australian Asphalt Pavement Association (AAPA) bitumen burns card for further information (http://www.aapa.asn.au).

Bitumen burns: If hot bitumen contacts the skin, flush immediately with water and make no attempt to remove it. Use wet, cold towels
if face, neck, shoulder or back etc are burnt. Cool burn areas for 30 minutes and seek immediate medical attention. Where bitumen
completely circles a limb, it may have a tourniquet effect and should be split longitudinally as it cools. If eye burns result flush with
water for 15 minutes, pad and seek immediate medical attention.

5.  FIRE FIGHTING MEASURES

Combustible. May evolve toxic gases (carbon/ sulphur/ nitrogen oxides, hydrogen sulphide, hydrocarbons) when heated to
decomposition.

5.2  Special hazards arising from the substance or mixture

Evacuate area and contact emergency services. Toxic gases may be evolved in a fire situation. Remain upwind and notify those
downwind of hazard. Wear full protective equipment including Self Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA) when combating fire. Use
waterfog to cool intact containers and nearby storage areas.

5.3  Advice for firefighters

2Y
2 Fine Water Spray.
Y Risk of violent reaction or explosion. Wear full fire kit and breathing apparatus. Contain spill and run-off.

5.4  Hazchem code

In case of fire, use water fog, foam, dry chemical or carbon dioxide extinguisher or spray. Do not use water jets.
5.1  Extinguishing media
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